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THE HANG GLIDING
TRAINING VIDEO
Produced by hte Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, AIRBORNI
is an essential training aide for all instructors, clubs and student
pilots.
AIRBORN! takes the new pilot from first day ground handling and
straight glides, through to the pre-soaring stage, clearly demonstrating and explaining all the correct basic techniques and skills.
The video will also serve as an ideal motivational tool, as it ends up
with several minutes of exciting freestyle action filmed at Stanwell
Park.

~RDERFORM------------

I Please Rush ME _ _ COPIES OF AIRBORN I AT $55 EACH
I I ENCLOSE BANK CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER ETC. FOR $
I
-I NAME _______________________________
II ADDRESS -------------------------PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE
I -- ONLY
VHS AVAILABLE
I RETURN TO:
I HGFA, SUITE 508, 161 GLOUCESTER ST.,SYDNEY, 2000
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BANANALAND
CAPTAIN OLLIE
AND HIS INTREPID CREW GO
HANG WAITING
By now some of you will have heard
about or seen "THE BUS". Recently nine
people survived (physically not mentally)
a trip on this extraordinary coach to
Queensland, here's a biased non fiction
account of the trip.
It all began on FRIDAY 16 Sept 1988
Ollie had the bus all primed and ready to
go at Seymour. He was just waiting for
the end of school, and while he argued
with his year 10 Physics class, the
chosen few from around Victoria gathered their toys and packed their gear for
the trip. I met Ollie in Seymour, and then
at Wangaratta we picked up Shane and
Paula. The trip officially left from
Wodonga, and the border boys had
made their way to Tony Dennis's place
to await our arrival.
With everyone at Tony's it was time to
pack and take stock of who and
what we had.

SATURDAY 17 Sept
John Pettifer's friend conveniently owns
the Pub in Bowral and a much
needed shower was had by all. John
said that was fine, he has friends he
hasn't used yetI.

THE BUS
101 % class, the bus came with
everything including 11 seats, 9 beds,
a sundeck, a great sound system with
huge speakers, a ginormous esky,
BBQ, a kitchen, and all the ingredients
for a mind boggling, great time.
Well almost everything, the Esky
wasn't yet Installed. This was not as
simple as it sounds, the Esky was a
modified fridge lying on its back.
Everyone rejoiced in the marvel of
TEK SCREWS as we headed off on
the trip and hoped the Esky wouldn't
move.
A marathon effort by Ollie and John
gets us as far as Bowral on the first
night, but not without incident. The
compressor threw it in just a few k's
short of town, but who needs brakes
anyway.

Meanwhile, clever work by some of the
boys soon reconditioned the compressor
and we were on the road again, and off
towards Sydney. Stanwells wasn't on, so
we kept going in search of a barby spot.

Well we didn't did we, the brakes just
didn't seem to be working too well, and
we missed the turn. Doesn't matter the
party spirit had set in and nothing could
bother us, except perhaps, smoking
brake shoes.
We decided then, that it was a good time
foYa BBQ, -- in the front yard of some
units where we had parked (Tourists can
get away with anything).

THE CREW
JOHN (OLLIE) OLLIVER
Tony (Podge) Dennis
John (Pedafile) Pettifer
John (Bluey) White
David (Trendy) Christesen
Gary (Phantom) Shadbolt
Gleeson Releasin' (Shane)
Paula (Mother Superior) Eustace
Leo (Wanker) Arundell
THE TOYS
8 Hang Gliders
3 Bicycles
1 Surfboard /2 Wetsuits
1 Spear gun /3 Fishing Rods
1 Television
1 Hacky Sack
1 Blind person's stick
and heaps more
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BY BUS
Right on cue the clouds opened up and it
started raining, but we proved our
stl:lj:3ielity strength and still had our barby,
despite the soggy bread.
This meal was our introduction to the
25kg of prime Scotch Fillet that John had
provided ultra cheap for the trip and a
great pigout was had by all.
From here, it was off to Moyes, Vicky
opened the factoty for us on Saturday
Afternoon to show us around, and was
rewarded with megabuck sales (pods,
shirts, parachutes, glasses etc.). She
coined the phrase 'instant crowd' which
was to stick for the rest of the trip. We
picked up a stack of Gucci stickers from
Moyes and started to
transform the bus.
STILL NO HANG GLIDING
as we shoot off to Newcastle for the second night
of our epic adventure.

Monday Sept 88
The next day saw us reach Byron Bay,
[still not on] no Idea what happened on
the way there but I'm sure someone will
remind me. At Byron, Shane, Davey and
myself set off to prove we were fit by
riding up the hill, Shane and I hate
davey!.
After an entertaining weather report from
Paula, using whiteboard markers and the
windscreen, it was time to settle down to
an alcohol induced sleep.
'AAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH
%?*#&?# ......... 1think I broke me nose.'
- Gary fell off the Esky.

The mean bastards (all of us) quietly
kept a tab of what Tony was eating, and
it turned out to be more than the rest of
us put together. When confronted with
this, Tony became embarrassed, and he
vowed to go on a diet, ....well two diets,
'he couldn't get enough food on one.'
Wednesday (I think)
After finding the Phantom it was off to
Rainbow Beach. There's no stopping us
nowl Red lights, brakes or anything. We
missed a few tourist spots, a yellow Ford
and a white Commodore, ... well they
missed usl
It was mutually agreed that for the safety
of Australian motorists, we
had to fix the brakes. Driving
through red lights and across
major highways is not fun.
Rainbow Beach at last, [IT'S
ON]. It's late, but it's onl
Bluey & John get the ir gliders
and struggle up the endless
path in time for a late
afternoon fl ight. Somehow,
Shane (smooth operator)
talks John into letting him
have a fly of his glider and
gains a badly needed fix.

SHOCK HORRORIII
WAS THE BEER RUNNING OUT?
Never fear, John is here.
He slept on the Esky and
rationed the cans.
Sunday 18 Sept 1988

Early the next morning, after
cold showers at an horrendously expensive caravan
Early the next morning in
The crew give some flying advice to the RAAFles
park in town, we attacked the
Newcastle, after finding The
photo by Leo Arundell
brakes. SHOCK HORRORI
Phantom (Ghost who
Shane was right again, (this
walks), we headed off for
was beginn ing to become a bad habit of
Tuesday 88
Port Macquarie. A relatively uneventful
day, with only one remarkable thing
his) one of the back brakes was jammed
happening 'Shane made sense'. We
offl When we finished with it the brake
On Tuesday, we all gained some cross
camped at Shelly beach and met the
was working smoothly and Ollie could
country miles as the bus meandered it's
caretaker and launch builder 'Harry' who
have locked the wheels up in classic
way to Beechmont (Rossin's Lookout)
made us feel most welcome . GIDDAY
[still not on]. Gary and Bluey, prepared
Blues Brothers Style.
HARRY from the bus.
to be martyrs went for a ride back to the
Pub, well, gasp, pant, puff, it looked like
This was to set the scene for the next
a Pub. Another glorious pigout on Steak,
four days. Each morning we would resalad and avocado dip around the eamp
condition the brakes of one wheel on the
beft-bush fire.
bus and then head into town for a little
leisure time and lunch.
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After lunch we would be on the sand blow
in time for the Sea Breeze (12:30-2:30)
and fly all afternoon. Then our customary
Pub visit with a little music provided by
the speakers on the bus.
The locals became used to seeing a bus
with half a dozen people sitting on top
enjoying lunch, and accompanied by two
large speakers blasting out some choice
music.
Rainbow Beach is a superb place to fly
with a seemingly endless ridge, mobs of
lift and a top landing area large enough
and soft enough for any beginner.
Valuable advice was given by a local,
Jack Nash and all the other local pilots
were very friendly. We did our bit and
bought a stack of raffle tickets to help
finance work on the track and the surrounding bush.
Flying highlights included Dave's first
soaring flight which proved nauseatingly
successful, Ollies Exocet Missile Landing
and Blueys one foot water landing. The
marine life that is visible from the air
made the flying extra special, with
sharks, dolphins, whales and stingrays
providing entertainment. Everyone
gained heaps of hours of gucci flying
while we were at Rainbow, and we fully
recommend it.
While there, we tried various places to
stay inc. the caravan park in town, the
Pub carpark and Rainbow Waters
Caravan Park just out of town. Rainbow
Waters was by far the best park we
stayed at on the trip, it had the best
sites, the hottest showers and the
cheapest prices.
Unfortunately all good th ings must end
and on Sunday it was time to start the
return journey. We boarded the bus and
headed for Brisbane. Using our VIP
status we parked in the World Expo
Coach parking area and stayed there for
the night.

Surfer's Paradise on our way South, to
NSW. Further South, near Port Macquarie
we wound our way up a mountain called
North Brother and waited patiently for the
wind, accompanied by the sounds of U2
and Pink Floyd. We got a few strange
looks from the tourists, but we couldn't
hear their comments over the music.
A little further down the road after giving
up hope, we all pretended not to see the
guys flying from Middle Brother which was
inaccessible to the bus. Dinner was
another pigout on sate beef, avocado dip
and prawns, (Tony and Paula are superb
cooks) and we earned the title 'Get Fat
Tours'. After dinner we struggle off to
Buladelah - hard name to pronounce and
impossible to spell.
From Bulathingy we drove to Wiliamtown
and had a sneak preview of Australias
latest expensive toys, the FA 18's. Actually, we climbed all over them like the flies
on my shirt. The Hornet, we were told,
has nine missile attachment pOints wh ich
was quite convenient as we had nine
harnesses. It would have made a great
Skysailor cover...
We found the Phantom, and headed for
Stanwell Park 'The Coastal Mecca'. We
were held up for a couple of hours while
we fixed the compressor [again!] and
when we got there the wind was dead on
and perfect strength. Unfortunately it was
midnight.

Everyone exercised their optic nerves
the following day when we stopped in
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'SHIT!'
'WHAT?'
'COMPRESSOR !'
'NO?'
'YEAHI'
'SHITI'
You guessed it, the compressor broke
again, this time the whole thing needed
replacement. We found the Phantom,
and were back on the road again for a
Mach 2 return to Victoria, with ten
minutes left to vote.
Without a doubt, this trip was a highlight
for everyone that went and we all agree
we would do it again . Whether this says
something of our mentality, or our
ability to have a good time I'll leave up
to you.

In the morning the wind looked promising
but not quite on, so a quick trip to Enterprise Wings gained us a few more
stickers and another look at a hang glider
birth centre. Sacrificing two stickers,
(SSHHHI Don't tell Carll) we made up an
'ss ENTERPRISE' label for the door of
the bus and added even more class.

Morning found us looking for the phantom and then we hitched a lift on the
ferry (one stop) to Expo, arriving early
enough to have to wait an hour before
opening time. Expo did not live up to
expectations with the high lights being the
German beer hall and an impromptu
display (by us) of how not to play hacky.
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On our return to Stanwell we were
disappointed by the wind and decided
to visit Mark Mitsos the hangy Guru in
Woollongong, who designed the Kiss
and the Foil. Mark blessed us with the
good oil, and a try in his new harness
'The Flash'. We were all suitably impressed but too poor to afford one. I'm
told Shane has since lashed out and
spent the money and his harness is on
the way.
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SUMMER SPECIALS

For less than the price of a new Moyes Mars 170
For two courses only (if stocks last) •••••••
CLOUD BASE offers ••..•..•••
A 7 day beginner course ••. (2nd-8th Jan. 6th-12th Feb)
A NEW Moyes Mars 170 •. (tested and trimmed by Ian Jarman)
A NEW Apron/stirrup Harness .•• and A NEW Helmet.
NORMAL RETAIL VALUE OF PACKAGE $ 3119.33
BUT

--------

FOR THIS ONCE ONLY OFFER, CLOUDBASE HANG GLIDING
PROVIDE THIS ENTIRE PACKAGE FOR JUST $ 2219.00.

WILL

--------

THE LOT FOR •••....• $2219.00
a glider,a 7day live - in course with all meals,a harness and helmet
PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS .•••. 048-834022
CLOUDBASE HANG GLIDING

SCHOOL LANE

EXETER 2579

CLOUDBASE SUMMER TRAINING PROGRAI"1ME
DECEMBER '88 to MARCH '89
7 Day beginner courses: 3-9/12; 12-18/12; 2-8/1; 6-12/2;
18-24/2; 4-1013; 25-31/3;
5 Day beginner courses:19-23/12; 13-17/2; 20-24/3;
Weekend beginner class:18-19/2; 25-26/2; 4-5/3; 11-12/3;
Weekend Novice class :10-11/12; 11-12/2; 18-19/3;
5 Day Novice course
:27/2-3/3;
6 Day Skills Advancement(soaring,X-C): 12-17/3

* USED

GLIDER CLEARANCE

MOYES MARS 150 .•.••••• $1450.00
MOYES MARS 170 .•.•.•.• $1400.00
MOYES MARS 170 .•.••••• $850.00

*

MOYES GTR175 •.••••• $2100.00
MOYES GTR151(race).$2450.00
MOYES MISSION.170 •• $1500.00

CLOUDBASE HANG GLIDING: SCHOOL LANE: EXETER: NSW:2579:PH:048 834022
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INSURANCE

Dear Editor

Further to our telephone conversation I
confirm that we have an insurance company prepared to underwrite life insurance
cover with an extension to include hang
gliding.

At the last VHGA AGM I was elected
unopposed as the VHGA Secretary. Unfortunately my personal situation has
changed and I will be moving interstate for
six months. Because of this, from midFebruary 1989, I will no longer be able to
hold this position.
If anyone would like to take on the role of
Secretary for the first half of 1989, please
contact either Mike Coburn or Warwick
Duncan at 14 Alexander Street, Collingwood, 3066; Phone 4172130

The majority of life insurance companies
exclude hang gliding completely. An additional premium of $5 per thousand is payable to obtain this cover.
Should any of your members feel this
cover is warranted, given the heavy loading, I would be pleased to assist them.

Craig MacPhee
Life and Superannuation Consultant

BRIGHT ACCOM.
DearWes
I have just spoken to Jane Jarman of
Cloudbase Hang Gliding Centre who informed me that the Hang Gliding Competition to be based in Bright will be held from
23rd January to 3rd February.
As the first part of this Competition will be
held during the school holidays and Bright
is very popular with Holiday Makers, the
availability of accommodation will be hard
to find if Competitors do not pre book their
accommodation.
I was involved in arranging the accommodation forthe World Titles last year and this
was all booked as early as April. I would
hate to think that the pilots and crews will
just arrive in Bright and expect to find
accommodation available. As also there is
the long weekend at the end of January,
and Bright can be booked out at this time.
It is with this in mind that I was wondering
if you would like to mention this fact in your
next issue of Sky Sailor, and that I would
only be too pleased to once again assist in
accommodation arrangements.
I can be contacted by phoning (057) 551
084 or AH (057) 592 622 or FAX (057) 592
559.

For and on behalf of Ian Berry Insurance
Agents Pty Ltd.
GPO Box 2266
Adelaide
South Australia 5001

Simon Headford
NCC
PO Wards Strip
Waigani
Papua New Guinea
Dear Sue
I am currently attempting to start hang
gliding here in Papua New Guinea. To
comply with PNG Department of Civil Aviation requirements I need to prove that I
have 3rd party risks insurance cover, i.e.
similar to that provided with membership
of the HGFA. I am not starting an association or club as there would be insufficient
interest or demand so just personal cover
that doesn't exclude hang gliding risks
would do. Despite my best efforts overthe
last few months I have been unable to
secure the insurance I need. I would liketo
take this opportunity to ask if anyone reading this can be of any assistance to me, if
so I can be contacted at the address above
and WOUld, of course, be very grateful.
Regards
Simon Headford

Yours faithfully
JILL PENGELLY
HOY'S JACKAROO BLUE
TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRE
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RESIGNATION

Dear Burnie
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Sincerely
Warwick Duncan (VHGA Secretary)
PS - It's worth it just to eat the chocolate
cake and hear Mike crap onl

NZ SEMINARS
DearWes,
It maybe "newsworthy" enough to note our
new address ... we built the new house and
school during the winter and moved in
about a month ago.
I have just returned from NZ where in
conjunction with the NZHGA we ran two
instructor seminar/workshops. The one In
Hamilton on the Nth Island had 35 participants and then last weekend in Christchurch we had 16 turn up. Ithinktheywent
very well, but they have the same problems we had early in the 80's, in that they
are using old Rogallos etc. for training. I
even managed an hour or so on Sunday
night - flying a southerly site over the
harbour, with the city just overthe back .....
very picturesque although freezing.
Anyway, good luck with the magazine and
I'll try to contribute an article or two if I get
some spare time
Regards
Ian (Cloudbase Hang Gliding)

A·-- nlAL
I'

...... HNI·~

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL- STANWELL PARK
P.o. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N.S.W. AUSTRALIA. 2508 PHONE : (042) 942545

GLIDERS

New and used. We have a complete range
of MOYES and ENTERPRISE WINGS gliders
to test fly and choose from - so give
us a call to arrange a time.

PARACHUTES

High Energy Sports pulled apex for a
fast opening

$475.00

INSTRUMENTS

Ball vario/ digi tal altimeter _ _ __
Skywatch solar digital airspeed _ __
Hall airspeed indicator and bracket ____
Thermal Snooper _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$760.00
$154.00
$ 45.00
$ 89.00

CARABltJERS
HAND FAIRINGS
T-SHIRTS

Steel Stubai 5000 kg

$ 29.00

Wi th or without map-holder _ _ _ __

$ 35.00

POD HARNESSES
TOW RELEASES
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
BOOKS
CHUTE REPACKING
TRADED EOU IPMENT

"Remember when sex was safe,
And hang gliding was dangerous!"
100% body-huggin' cotton - - - - - - $ 20.00
Choice of colours and stripes _ _ __

$449.00

Three-ring type _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$ 29.00

Fast glasses for fast faces

$ 80.00

-----

Pagen Trilogy - Skills/Techniques/Met
Pfeiffer's Skills for the Advancing
Whittall's Starting Soaring
----

$ 12.0oea
$ 20.00
$ 15.00

$ 25.00
There is usually a good range of
gliders, harnesses, chutes etc which
have been traded-in. So if you are in
the market for used gear, we may have
what you're looking for.

"HAVE A GOOD XMAS - AND HERE'S TO SOME GREAT FLYIN' IN '89"

"My name is JOHN DICKENSON. I am 54
I am living in ELANORA
years old.
HEIGHTS in the northern suburb of
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, by the ocean,
close to some of the most beautiful
beaches in the world.
When I was 6 years of age, I was making
model aircrafts. I was interested in flying
models and gliders from a very young age,
right through to my twenties. I always
wanted to fly and even had an hour flying
instruction; but I was a young married
man, and just couldn't afford to go and
learn how to fly. I had been playing around
with gyroplanes, and I built one, and it was
seen flying along the beaches of the north
coast of NEW SOUTH WALES. I was also
a member of the GRAFTON waterski club,
in northern NEW SOUTH WALES, and
somebody reported to the club that I had
been flying that device. The club had a
waterski festival each year, and one of the
features of the festival was a kite flying
exhibition. Every year somebody would
put himself in the hospital. I had just
moved up there recently, and they thought
that people from the city were expendable,
so they asked me if I would take on this
project.
I approached it in a more scientific way.
Rather than building a kite shape device,
the old five-sided flat machine, I started
building models like the modern hang gliders, with high aspect ratio. I started working from there because in the GRAFTON
area lives an animal called the flying-fox.
It's a bat the size of a small dog; it has a
flexible wing which folds up and it flies and
glides beautifully. So I thought that if I
could emulate this type of thing I would be
on my way to developing something I could
really fly. Then someone who knew what
I was doing saw a picture in a magazine of
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the ROGALLO wing with a little pod underneath it, which was a space re-entry vehicle.
So I started making models using that wing
shape, but a little different from
ROGALLO's. He had imagined a totally
flexible wing that you could put in a bag. I
started adding a stiffer structure to it, to
form the frame which everybody now is
very familiar with. I made models and got
them to glide quite well. Then I built a half
size wing which we went skiing with to see
if the control system I worked on would
operate, and that seemed to do alright.
We had mainly skiing crashing problems.
Then I built the first one that was a flying
model.
The structure of that kite was made of
OREGON timber in place of where they
use aluminium pipes these days, except
forthe crossbarwhich was made with a TV
antenna pole. The lifting surface had a 165
square feet area and was 4/1000 of an inch
thick. It was made with the blue plastic
they use to wrap around bananas to help
them ripen, and I got that in strips, nailed
them to the timber frame and sealed the
gap where they overlapped with electric
sticky tape. I did some tests related to the
flight load and found that it was quite
strong and could do the job. The A-frame
was just a natural way of incorporating
both the control column and something to
carry the weight of the kite. I had that idea
straight away. The A-frame was made out
of a metal bed that I got in a rubbish bin.
The straining wires were made from the
cable that holds TV aerials. The harness
was made from a little timber seat which
was sown in a plastic cover with padding
foam. The straps were made of potato bag
material. The whole thing cost me $24.
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So we went to where we used to waterski
and we had 3 attempts to get if off the
water. We had 3 center of gravity adjustments, 3 ring bolts attached to the keel. I
made the first attempt and it was too far
forward, so I just pulled the kite nose down
and flapped the fabric. After skiing a mile
or so not being able to get it in the air, I
returnedtothe beach and had another one
of the club members try it because I was
exhausted. He put it in the rear ring, did a
jump start and went straight in the air to
about 80 feet, pulled the A frame to his
chest, and went straight down 80 feet to
the water. He was badly shaken but not
otherwise hurt. So we put it on the middle
ring and had another one of our most
confident skiers, ROB FULLER, do a jump
start and get it out of the water. He flew it,
exactly how I had suggested to him that he
should, for over a mile, which was about
the record in those days. That was one
Saturday afternoon in September, 1963, in
the back country in northern NEW SOUTH
WALES, and that's one of the reasons why
there was never much publicity about it.
When the glider was finally developed,
nobody heard about it.
On a following Saturday about 3 or 4
weeks later, we flew it as a publicity stunt
for the local newspaper so we would get
free advertising for our waterski festival,
and that's when the first photographs were
made. We used that glider for 2 or 3
months. We flew it at the waterski festival
and it went perfectly, there wasn't any
problem with It. It was so tame that everybody was bored. We just skied along, took
off and flew and did slight turns. At that
stage we didn't know whether it would roll
over, or pitch, ortumble, so we took it quite
slowly. We had a 15 feet keel and it flew at
about 18 miles an hour. It was too slow.
We weren't really skiing. In fact we could
have soared with it exactly as it wasl It was
perfectly balanced.
We could have
jumped a cliff right then in 1963. Anyway,
what I did then was to decrease the size to
about a 120 sq foot area and that was a
nice match between skiing and flying in
terms of air speed and take off speed. It
also decreased the weight and increased
the strength and made it very manoeuvrable in the air.
The gliders stayed thaf size as long as we
designed them for kite flying behind a boat.

As such you could do a jump start without
being plucked straight up into the air, you
could sit in that little basic chair and ski on
the water. It was fabulous, like riding an
aerial push bike. You could hold the kite on
the water, accelerate to about 33 miles an
hour and then slide out to the side of the
boat, hit the wave and push the handle
forward and snap right up in the air. It was
very exciting.
I spent about one year perfecting the glider
and one year perfecting the flying technique. It was quite complicated to do a
jump start as a waterskier, starting on one
leg, holding up a glider that weighed about
30 pounds and do it in a way that you don't
take off straight into the air, get into skiing,
then sit in your seat. All that required a
great deal of physical co-ordination and
skill. Besides we didn't know for a long
while what that kite would do. No one had,
to our knowledge, done any experimental
work with it. It's only after all the development was done that I got all the ROGALLa
papers. So I had to test every Saturday for
a couple of years a new aerodynamic
design, work out the pitch and the roll, how
far it would go, explore the limits of the
perimeter of what it would do.
Then we started gliding free flight. In other
words we'd get up high and dive down and
glide with a slack rope. The first time I
actually released was in 1964 under an
emergency situation during a demonstration. I was flying In a very strong southerly
wind and expected the boat to make a
smooth turn with me along the front of the
beach where all the people were. I was
about 110 feet up in the air and looked
down and saw the boat going the wrong
way. So I dived and dropped the rope and
glided down to the beach and it was fantastic. It had never been done before, no one
had ever seen any1hing like it, but it didn't
get any publicity. By this time the gliders
had become aluminium structure, stainless steel straining wire, nylon sail material; we added battens In it to stop the
flutter. We developed releases that were
operated by a little cord on the control bar
and on the boat so if you got into trouble
you could just disconnect the kite. So we
felt totally comfortable about letting the kite
glide down.
In 1963 I made an initial patent application
based around the A frame of the kite
because I considered that the flexible wing
was not patentable although now I realize
that I could have called it an improved
gliding device with a rigid structure. The A

frame and the control system is still being
used today exactly the same as it was,
even down to the length of the down tubes.
Through a combination of calculations and
empirical trials and errors I established
about the best. I wrote to many companies, I travelled widely through NEW
SOUTH WALES demonstrating it, eventually I moved to SYDNEY and contacted a
company called AEROSTRUCTURES
which was building a little ski plane using
the same type of wing . They developed it
independently and I didn't know anything
about it. We finally met and they were
going to manufacture and sell my device.
The first one that they made I flew on the
4th of December 1966 and set an Australian endurance record of two hours going
up and in a circle on the HAWKESBURRY
RIVER, and I believe it was this that attracted the attention of BILL MOYES.
Through a series of people that he and I
knew we finally got together in March
1967. He wanted me to go down to the
harbour and fly there and I wasn't very
happy about that because it's very rough
water and it's hard enough to fly anyway.
At that time we didn't have any floats of the
kite and if it sunk you'd never get it back
again. I made an arrangement to go to a
place near WISEMAN's ferry and meet
him and another chap called BILL BENNED who was to become quite famous in
America. There were a number of people
who wanted to learn how to fly. The kite we
had was one built by AEROSTRUCTURES. I hadn't flown it in gliding flight
because they had changed the design
slightly and I thought it was poorly
trimmed. I gave everybody instructions on

how to fly it. The first guy that flew It broke
his leg on the handle bar. I don't know how
he did it but apparently he had chalky
bones and had broken his leg before. He
was taken off to the hospital. After BILL
BENNED and BILL MOYES flew, MOYES, who'd been told by me that you could
take that thing on top of the rope andflY,let
release the rope, which was exactly the
contrary of what I wanted him to do, because I considered you needed to fly for
quite some time before you should do that.
Well, he did it, and he bought one, and In 3
months he had set a world altitude record
of 1200 feet.
After that I kept on promoting the kite and
flew at quite a lot of waterski shows. On
May 7, 1967, I won the New South Wales
Kite flying Championship. This was one of
the first competitions with the "new" kite
which supplanted the old type. lout-flew
BILL MOYES and RAY LEIGHTON, a guy
who had been flying for over 2 years then.
In April 1969, in SYDNEY harbour, I broke
twice the Australian endurance record with
flights of 4 and 6 hours. One of the very
few pictures of me flying a kite was taken
then.
BILL MOYES was also showing the kite
around and BILL BEN NED too. They
began to compete to obtain engagements
at shows. Moyes started making his own
gliders first, the Bennett. Self publicity was
very important to them to attract business,
and a bitter rivalry grew between them,
particulary when they looked like making
some money out of the sport, until BENNED left for the USA.

This photo of John comes from "The Dally Examlner'~ Grafton, Monday
October 21, 1963
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A Piece of History (continued)
In the meantime, the provisional patent
was long due, and I didn't renew it because
I didn't think that anybody was interested in
it. Flying had all my attention, and I wasn't
doing a very good job at work, and I wasn't
making very much money. So I decided I
had either to start building it as a business
and go on with it, or give it away, and I
eventually decided to give it away, which
was in 1969. I made the right decision
because I was on the wrong track. I was
still playing with it as a towed kite. If I had
taken the decision to stay with the glider, I
would have run out of money before it
would've evolved to the hang glider stage.
So I walked away from it. I just stopped
flying. I sold the last glider that I had and
haven't really owned one since. I kept in
touch with MOYES for quite a number of
years afterwards, advising him technically
on the development of the thing. We
discussed a number of times about soaring, because he was gradually making it
bigger, going on to a lot of shows, getting
up high and trying to stay in the air as long
as possible. He was getting paid for it, and
was manufacturing the gliders himself. He

UP IN THE AIR

A KITE CLUB FEATURE by Dick Rangott
PROFICIENCY AWARD
To obtain an "expert" rating, fliers are
expected to demonstrate before a recognised tester their ability to:
1)
Execute an abrupt take-off by
springing into the air whilst skiing and
become airborne without recontact with
the water.
2)
Fly for two (2) minutes maintaining
position directly behind boat midway between wakes.
3)
Fly outside either wake for 30 seconds while boat heads into wind.
4)
Fly for 10 seconds using only one
hand to control kite.
5)
Demonstrate moderate right and
left sideslips.
6)
Demonstrate a crosswind take-off
and landing.
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finally did soar. Then we started increasing the aspect ratio. And then probably
around 1973-741 stopped communicating
with him and the technical development
after that time I had nothing to do with .
That's pretty much the story. ROGALLO
was involved in it. In 1963 there were a few
pictures of my glider that found their way
around the country. One of them was seen
by a chap in BRISBANE who was in touch
with ROGALLO. He told him about it,
because I don't think the Yanks had anybody actually lifted from the ground with
one of those wings at that time. So they
were interested in what I was doing, and he
put me in touch with ROGALLO and we
exchanged letters for about 4 years. He
sent me a lot of the papers he wrote and
some of his other researches on the flexible wing which more or less explained
what I had been doing behind the back of
a speed boat, which was my wind tunnel.
I never got involved in aeronautics after
that. I had a library on aircraft engineering
and construction, on flying and aerodynamics and fluid dynamics wh ich as a
7)
On a 120ft line execute six slalom
turns in one minute or less. Turns must be
made well outside of wakes.
8)
In a period of 35 seconds execute
at least 250 points of rated tricks, e.g., left
layout - 75 pts, right layout - 75 pts, 180'
rotation - 50 pts, 360' rotation 75 pts. Total
275 pts.
The proficiency badge will be in the form of
wings (as illustration), to be worn on shoulder or above badge.
ENDURANCE RECORD
On December 4th ourfirst club record was
set. John Dickenson, late of Grafton, and
designer of the now familiar ski-wing, during a normal production test flight on the
Hawkesbury River, stayed aloft a neat 2
hours.
Conditions left a lot to be desired with
winds varying from head to tail with intermittent rain.
Tom Cooper's Margie II, crewed by Joe
Lapp and Aviation Projects Pty. Ltd. director, Mike Burns, fired perfectly and the
group are planning an attempt on the world
record held by the USA, which stands at 11
hours 59 minutes.
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symbolic gesture I actually burned. It's
probably a bid sad, but the trouble was that
if I didn't do that my mind would had been
always flying machines in instead of working in electronics, where my formal qualifications are. So now in my spare time I play
tennis with my wife in the local club, I'm
doing a degree in psychology at the local
university, I take care of my fortieth motorbike. I've also been doing experimental
work with hydrofoil assisted sailing boats.
I don't know if I'll ever get any recognition
for my work. It certainly would be nice for
the future generations to know it because
I consider that I played a very important
part. I took a machine which ROGALLO
had developed as a practical lifting surface, butthat stayed more or less in the toy
stage. I made it into a machine that people
could use.
BILL MOYES contribution was important,
and I do not wish to belittle it. The development of foot launched soaring flight, the
formation of clubs and competitions, of
rules and regu lations, the demonstration
of the sport all over the world is his work.
He has also dedicated all his time and
money to the sport since 1967 and he Is

NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS 1967
These will be held (commencing 9 am)
Sunday 7th May 1967. Events listed: Kite
Slalom, Kite Tricks, Ski-wing and Delta
Plane.
Entries - $4 0 ne or all events. Entries close
30 minutes before event. Trophies for
each event and overall champion. Each
competitor will receive an attractive embroidered badge specially designed by H
Schiess & Sons, of Campsie, NSW.
Sequence of events will be notified on the
day. Kite, slalom and trick events will be
based on World Tournament Rules.
Also on the programme will be barefoot
drag racing, novelty and a specialty skiing
exhibition. Venue: Tom Cooper's Jax Ski
Gardens, 3 miles from Wise mans Ferry on
sealed road (restaurant and barbecue
available).
Reprinted from "The Australian Water
Skier", April 1967

SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS

entitled to his financial rewards and public recognition for his
contribution.

PRESENTS

THE SKYTECH FllGHTDECK

However, you can see all the work I put into the glider and the sport
from early 1963 to 1973. I had the technical knowledge about
aircraft, and most of the development during that period was done
directly by me or came from my suggestions.
The work that I did in GRAFTON way up in the Australian bush all
those years ago has given birth to an all new branch of aeroplanes, starting with the hang glider and evolving into the microlights. Now laboratories and universities around the world are
looking at low speed flight all over again.
I never received any award or any real recognition, but nobody
can take away from me the part that I had in changing the history
of aviation. In 19771 visited Europe and went to the top of MOUNT
RIGA in Switzerland. We had just arrived there when 3 or 4 chaps
turned up with hang gliders and jumped off. I was goggle-eyed
and mouth-dropped in front of these guys lifting away from the
6000 feet sheerdrop in a machine that I had designed. They didn't
know who I was. I didn't speak to them. But they left me with tears
in my eyes when I saw them climb away as they got into their
prone harness and flew like the eagles; and-boy-that was really
something that I was part of."

FEATURES;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DIGITAL ALTIMETER. ID FEET INCREMENTS TO 20.000 FEET
OUAL RANGE AUDIO UAAIO (800 FPM ANO 1600 FPM )
DIGITAL AIRSPEEO INOICATOR IN M.P.H
AIR TEMPERATURE DISPLAY
INTERNAL NICAO BAnERY WITH LOW BRnERY UOLTAGE INDICATOR
12U CRR CHRAGER AND 240U MAINS CHARGER INClUDED
YOUR CHOICE OF LEFT OA RIGHT HAND UPRIGHT MOUNT ( ROUND
OA RIRFOIL TUBING) OR SPEEDBAA MOUNT
STREAMLINED CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTRUMENT CASE
DIRECT FRCTORY HRUICE BACKUP READILY AUAILABLE
12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTRY KM WAARRNTY
MADE IN AUSTARLIR

PR ICE; $785.00
CONTACT;
IAN REES AT SKVTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROVENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC .
PH. (03) 555 4810

FINER INSTRUMENTATION
FOR SOARING FLIGHT - Designed l made in AUSTRALIA.
S J

C> STROM -

ALTIIKTKR Compensated, co rrected, direct reading.
mBAR scale IQNH ) displayed when program button
pressed. High contrast, wide viewing angle LCD.
VAKIOKETEa * * * * *
FOLLOWING RESPONSE leaDS FAST! plus switched
12 second AVEKAGEK-indicates true climb rate
(no affect to audiol. Sensor ported to allow
fo r STATIC VENT or TOTAL-ENERGY COMPENSATOR
* both PROBES SUPPLIED, are easily fitted *
SUPERIOR, FOLL AODIO
SENSITIVE and WIDERANGING, including sink-tone with alarm point
programmable concise ly and simply. High level
audio with volume control.
HAIN, RESERVE batteries with latching switch. Low power required from a
standard 9v battery. Resil ient, LIG8T-IIKIGHT, LOV-PROFILE case lIeans an
OPTIMAL SPgEDBAR FIT, with neat, secure clamp. Side fit options also.
Case screened to reduce effects of RFI. Weather -sealed panel l speakel'.
Weight 435 gms. inc 2 batts. Size 17 x 10 x 4.5 ems - ie. 1 3/4" deep!.

STRAIGHTFORWARD
HIGH PERFORMANCE

$ 749.00 - 24 month warranty, (14 day lIoney-back) BANKCARD & VI SA accepted.
~R rTE OR PHONE (Phil) fo r further information. Overseas enquiries wel come.
PO HOX 53, MELROSE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5483.
See us at the 1989 NATIONALS.
BH / AH tel. 086 662064
inter. + 6186 662064
fac. 086 662087

SJOSTROM
SPECIAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
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STATE &CLUB NEWS

.~..~
QUEENSLAND NEWS
ATTENTION ALL PILOTS
I guess after the Gillies comp you are all
eager to jump into those thermals and
have a chance to soar up 5000 ft in the sky.
Well, the comp committee has in the works
another comp whh;:h will be great for all.
You intermediates will get a chance to
extend your thermalling experience on a
new site, or better yet, have a chance (0
experience your first thermalling f1ightfrom
a site which has an easy take-off and a
landing directly below.
Most of our experienced pilots have had
the opportunity to fly only the Gillies. Well,
here is your chance to jump right on to the
table lands without having to cross rain
forest orthe dam. Experience thermals on
the flats up to ten grand or jump right on to
a range and go for 50 km.
Well, what we hope Is the first of many MT
BALDIE CROSS COUNTRY CLASSICS is
in the works. More information regarding
this will be in the next newsletter.
Any members wishing to join the cross
country league, ring Gerry on 311821 as I
have all the entry forms, flight forms and
relevant information.
For Sale: FOIL 160B RACER, Excellent
condition,l yearold. $2,800. Foratestfly,
contact Gerry 311821.
SUNSHINE COAST
Your President, David Cookman reports
that the Killarney Comp held in October
was a great success and was only sorry
that he didn't enter. A definite plus for all
club members to be in next year. You may
not be in the winners circle but the flying
experience and chit chat with other HGFA
members is worth the effort.
David has been hard into selling tickets for
the Moyes 1988 Pd Harness in mint condition. Our thanks to those who bought
tickets. Rerneberforonly $5 a ticket this is
a Golden opportunity to win a brand new
Pod worth ober $400.
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Even if you don't win, the money goes to
a worthy cause, the UPGRADING OF THE
CARLO BLOW WALKING TRACK AT
RAINBOW
BEACH
(ONE
OF
OUEENSLANDS MOST ENJOYABLE
AND POPULAR COASTAL SITES). Most
importantly the upgrading of this track will
put us very much ON THE RIGHT SIDE
with Parks and Wildlife.
To get your lucky tickets would you please
send your money with a stamped self
addressed encelope to our Treasurer's
residence:
Mrs Karen Cookman
17 Carnoustie Street
TEWANTIN 4565
Further club news advises that the new
Launch Ramp at Sunshine Beach is great
and our Members Geoff Campbell and
Don McCallum gave it a trial run this
month. Remeberthat at the moment with
the Noosa Shire Council we are on 3
months trial run. For all our Local Club
Members don't break any rules and regulations and definitely no silly business
down there. For any travelling or out of
town pilots would you please contact any
of the following Club Members for site
inforation. This site could be very much in
danger of being lost....
SITE INFORMATION CONTACTS
For Site Information ring Dave Cookman
on 071 49 8573
Murray Williamson on 071 45 9353
Alf Carter on 071 45 7265
Stan Roy on 071 45 9185 or Steve
Johnston on 071 94 1867.
Our thanks goes to our previous Secretaryrrreasurer Sandy Stephens. Without
all her hard work and effort the club would
not be on it's feet at all. For any info
regarding club new etc. our new Secretary
is Murray Williamson: Phone 071 459353
- McGilchrist Road, Eudlo 4554.
Till next month - SAFE FLYING
KAREN COOKMAN
TREASURER
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Queensland Hang Gliding Association
Inc.
PO Box 1319
Springwood
Brisbane, Queensland 4127
PLEASE NOTE THE NEW ADDRESS
ABOVE
A meeting of the OHGA Inc. was held on
the 26/10/88. This was rather a quiet
informal meeting with not a lot to discuss.
Dave Marsh explained to us 'Hicks' that an
'ecco' was not some form of acoustic resonance but rather the Sth. Aust. way of
saying 'Stubbie'. Dave speaks a strange
language which makes the meetings
rather difficultl
On a more depressing note another pilot
has been banned from flying Mt Tamborine. Dave Cooper was suspended for six
months. Please do not fly above the limits
in Oueenslandll Well thats alii have to say
this month, Short and sweet.
Cheers
Derek.
ATTENTION
MEMBERS

ALL

N.S.W.H.G.A.

A.G.M.
MONDAY
DECEMBER 12TH
SPORTS HOUSE
7 PM
All positions are open for re-election
at the AGM . The "Office Bearers" of
the association are:President, Vice President, Treasurer,
Secretary.
The "Ordinary Members" are:Competitions Co-ordinator, Safety
and Instructors Co-ordinator, HGFA
Co-ordinator.
The model rules that the association
has adopted for Incorporation, require that nominations forthe election
of members, be made in writing,
signed by two members of the association, and accompanied by the written consent of the candidate. Nominations shall be delivered to the Secretary not less than 7 days before the
AGM.

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS launchs

The "BULLETT"
Utilizing an Aluminum Frame with CG Slider controlled
by the Fott Stirrup, the "BULLEn" gives you Total
support, legs included.
The contollable CG Slider allows for head down Speed
Runs, adjustable limited by shoulder cord and cleat,
and shoulder up landings.
The "BULLEn" uses the Jacket style Top Zipper openIng at side or front optional) and Safety Buckles. The
bottm
r remains central.

VICTORIAN NEWS
CUP DAY WEEKEND AT BUFFALO
After eight weekends of terrible weather in Melbourne they were
actually predicting warm weatherforthe cup day weekend. Could
we get fourdays of fine weather after that spell? Some of us were
beginning to think that the weather would stick in the cold, wet and
windy mode.
Well we woke up on Saturday morning atthe Buffalo Caravan park
to see clear skies. Wes called Mt Emu for the days flying . Now
nothing was going to stop us having a good days flying, except
maybe a big log across the track. Twenty bruised back muscles,
ten deflated male egos and an exhausted chain saw later we were
once again on our way to glory and the bomb-out paddock. The
days flying was of course very average with a virtual glide to the
airstrip. The good effort of the day went to Ray flying a Mission.
We flew Mt Emu on Sunday but itended up being invalid. Thetask
was set up the valley into a strengthening headwind and most
pilots were downed in a rotor behind a spur which comes out from
the main ridge. Mike Grimeshaw did well being one of the few
pilots who made it over the spur.

uctory
Call Stan Roy ph. (071) 459185
Dales Road, Palmwoods, 4555

NSWNEWS
AIRWAVES
EXAMINER APPOINTMENT SEMINAR
for Greater Sydney Area Advanced Pilots
10am Saturday 10 December 1988
Sports House, Sydney.

On Monday morning Wes was threatened by a number of pilots
who did not want to fly Emu again. So he hid behind Rob Ruge as
he called out Emu. The same task as Sunday was set again, but
the head wind was lighter. Alan Beavis won the day and Rayon
his Mission had another good fly. The Ballarat pilots and co ran
a bushdance on Monday night to try and exhaust the opposition
with this tactic proving very successful.
Wes called Buffalo forthe last day, which proved to be the best of
the lot, with real thermals lifting off the granite. Marlies Eicher
showed all the fellas how its done by lobbing off first and
thermalling up above launch. Don Rottman ended up making goal
at the Dederang Pub and Peter Eicher made it into the Happy
Valley.
With over thirty people flying in the first weekend of the Comp it
proved to be very successful

Call Rob deGroot 042943140

NOTICE OF BUSINESS for the AGM

NB. Dot and Lester have left the Mt Buffalo Caravan Park and our
new hosts are Linda and Forbes Harrower who are very friendly
and helpful people.

As a result of the 1988 HGFA Convention
the NSWHGA Executive Committee proposes to employ:
an EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
to manage operational safety, promotion, and general administration.
a COACHING DIRECTOR
to manage certification of instructors, standards of instruction, qualification
of examiners and to monitor student progress.
Salaries will be subsidised by the Department of Sport, Recreation and Racing.

Moving the tree which blocked the road
photo by John Duffield
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COOPLACUP
My name is Robert Lepre and I was the driver of
"Team Scratch". We arrived Friday morning, set
up camp and had a few hours sleep. When we
awoke we set about going up to the third launch of
the mountain ; it was only a practice day, but it was
enjoyed by all. Saturdaywascompday, butitwas
blown out, so we used the day for choosing a
good name for the camp. We decided on "Team
Scratch". The team 'Scratch', consisted of:Richard Parsons and Garth Wimbush, both from
ACT, Terry Anderson, local lad from Goulburn
and Ross Williams from Boowera. Lee Scott was
running the Coopa Cup and seemed to do a great
job. Sunday morning and first off was "Pilot
Briefing" , the goal set was to fly to a golf course at
Taree. We all headed for the top, but as we

Rasco Williams gets off
on the Monday
photo by R. Lepre

arrived at the top there was 15-20 knots over the
back. The first person to take on the feat was
Richard Parsons (also a kiwi). Richard showed
guts and a great amount of determination, with a
good fast and solid run , but itwas the rotor coming
over in front that tested the KIWI skills. Next was
Joe Scott and he too showed as much skill and
determination (I have to give Joe a punch line, as
he gave me my novice ratings on that weekend
Yok,Yok,Yokl).
As I looked across to the other launches, all I
could see and hear was people awing and moaning as these two battled the rotor in front of the
mountain.
Next to jump were the next 'Scratch' members.
First Garth Wimbush, Terry Anderson and after a
few other pilots jumped came Rasco Williams.
Terry was about to bomb out, but caught a lucky
one and cored to 8500 ft joining Ross Williams.
Even with this height the goal was too much. I
took chase and picked up the boys, all in the
same vicinity of each other, then set back to camp
to see how the other pilots placed.
To our surprise a coastal bloke had made the
goal. This put us first in the Team Camp but
second and third in the individuals. During the day
I watched a bloke in a new foil drop a wing on takeoff and make aquite abrupt tree landing. The next
day the task was to basically fly all over the
countryside something like a Bathhurst 1000. I
lost track, so I just followed . Once again Richard
was first up. The other "Scratch" members followed suit except Terry got caught in some bad
sink and landed in the bomb-out paddock. Garth

JOHN LANGSFORD

Terry Anderson launching
his GTR 162
photo by R. Lepre
landed back at the camp, Rasco was just up the
road . As usual Richard flew the furthest landing
with Ross Duncan just short of Coopla station.
Well overall "Team "Scratch" came first. In the
individuals 2nd and 3rd ; Richard Parson taking
1st and Ross Williams 2nd and Garth Wimbush
3rd. I think Terry cam 6th or 7th, not real sure as
we had to leave as I had to work at 3 am. We also
won the team comp and we all were just stoked
about the whole weekend. I'll be there next year!
I might even try a fly .
Robert Lepre

WING MOUNT

The obituary notices in Skysailor are almost invariably of people
who have died hang gliding. It comes as a shock to hear of the
death of a pilot, very fit and healthy, aged 29 who suddenly collapsed and died while sitting in a chair. In the previous 10 years
he had survived a serious car accident, and a dunking in the surf
with his glider, only to be taken out by a heart attack. There is a
lesson in that somewhere.
John Lansford starting flying about the same time as I did - about
13 years ago when he was just 15. He lived at Loftus, but it wasn't
long before he became part of Stanwell Park.
John was a very popular figure at Stanwell Park, both with the
hang gliding community and elsewhere. He was very curious
about ideas and about people - what they thought and why. He
seemed to have a gift of friendship with people of all ages and
outlook. He charmed his way into many a house - and just as
quickly charmed his way out of them. He was a man of simple
tastes, few ambitions, no anxieties and a rich and wicked sense
of humour.
Earlier this year, he commenced a job in Alice Springs driving
tourist buses and it was there that he met his wife, Junko. It was
there that he died suddenly while celebrating her birthday, having
been married for only 3 months.
To his wife, parents and brother, all pilots extend their sympathy.
We understand something of what they have lost.
We are all going to miss his infectious smile and sense of fun on
8ald Hill.

ATTACHES EASILY TO :THE CROSSBAR: through the double surface
inspection zip :
THE KEEL: the extension allows this even on
enclosed keel gliders .
AEROFOIL UPRIGHTS: attaches firmly to the side of
uprights .

The wing mount uses a
top quality ball mount
to enable you to pivot
the camera to the
desired position .
Method of
Attachment:·
300mm velcro straps
sewn back to back for
easy and solid
attachment. a few
seconds is all it takes .
Price: -

$ 50.00

+ $ 2 .00 Post &. Packing

R. HIBBERD
PO Box 616. Charlestown N .S.W . 2290 .

Kieran Tapsell
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PRODUCT REPORT

THE THERMAL
SNOOPER
by Paul Gallagher
reprinted from Uftlines, Cloudbase Country Club
Ever since I purchased this little critter I've spent
a lot of time answering questions on what I think of
it, so I might as well write about it. Since most of
you have read the article in Hang Gliding. I'll be
brief in describing what it's suppose to do. As you
fly through the air this device will tell you if the air
is getting warmer or colder by beeping or booping
respectively . Each chirp it emits indicates a
minute change in the temperature. This change is
used to locate thermals, which are warmer.
When you plug in the nine-volt the Snooper goes
through a warmup cycle for a few minutes. When
it settles down you can breathe warm air on it and,
sure enough, it starts beeping. Blow from a
distance so that cold air moves over it and it
boops. Wow, it works. On the ground it never
shuts up; it's always getting warmer or colder.
The instructions say the only time it's quiet is in a
box or sometimes while flying . Yep, it's true. let's
get into the air.
On a launch the Snooper will let you know if you
are in the beginning or end of a cycle. This is quite
handy and surprisingly accurate. In flight the
Snooper performs just as advertised. Well before
your senses or your vario tell you you've encountered a thermal the Snooper is happily beeping. If

it starts booping before you hit anything you either
passed beside itor it wasn't much of a thermal. To
find out which, turn around and look for it. When
you do enter a thermal the beeping directs you to
the center. As you core the thermal the temperature becomes more constant, the Snooper becomes quiet, and your vario takes over. As the
thermal drifts, if you don't drift with it, the Snooper
will start booping as you get to the colder outer
edges of the thermal. The amazing thing is that as
you approach the edge, your vario is still happily
beeping. Although you are still in lift, if you don't
correct your flight path you may soon be going
over the falls. I feel the Snooper tells you what
"may soon" happen, whereas the vario confirms
what "is" happening. Soon, you start thinking of
the Snooper beeps as saying , "Keep going, keep
going," and the boops say, "Go back, go back".
It doesn't take long to get a feel for the Snooper.
You soon learn there is a slight delay in response
time. When it tells you " Go back," you really left
the core about one second ago. Therefore, you
need to figure out where you were one second
ago and head back there. The tones the Snooper
emits do not clash with the frequencies used in
varios; besides you can (like I do) put one on each
downtube, this way there is no confusion. Also,
the beep frequency (beeps per second) is important; when it's really singing you'd better pull in
and hang on ... "That's a big one a brewing."
True life stories : My first flights with the Snooper
were on strong thermal days. This afforded me
the luxury of playing around. it would tell me, "Go

back, go back," but I'd ignore itjustto see if it was
true. Sure enough, the vario would soon confirm
the story. On another occasion I was sharing a
thermal with a bunch of other pilots. I just hate
crowds, so off I went looking for my own thermal.
I was in heavy sink - things looked bleak, the vario
said 600 down . I lost a great deal of altitude and
normally I would have turned around. Then the
Snooper said, " Keep going, keep going." 0 K, just
this once . Ten seconds later my vario was taking
over where the Snooper left off in a symphony of
beeps. Butofcourse I was soon joined by half the
air junkies in the area. Oh well!
You guessed it, I like almost everything about my
Thermal Snooper. But what don't I like? Fist,
there's the sound emitter; the boops are great but
the beeps are a killer. This thing needs a gain
control on the beeper. I've duct taped a nickel
over it to mellow the beep, but this affects the
boops too much. Also, I thought the clamp that
came with it was bogus, but that was a minor fix.
In addition I'd like to see an on/off switch so I can
have some quiet flying without dropping my ninevolt on a bystander.
Is it worth the big $98? I think so. After a vario, I'd
prioritize it right up there with an altimeter. It
certainly helps you visualize a thermal's size and
drift. Some have said it's just another noisy thing
to destroy the serenity of flying. Whoever said
thermal flying was serene? Exhilarating maybel
As for me, I think I'll listen to my Snooper and varia
in stereo all the way to cloudbase.

AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS HA VE NOW EXPANDED TO A LARGE FACTORY COMPLEX.
This has allowed the team at Airborne to grow, offering our customers an even more
reliable service. The most significant factor behind the move is that we now are able
to carry more stock.
AIRBORNE NOW HA VE THE AERO A VAILABLE. This is a great Beginner / Intermediate
glider. We have both 150 and 170 gliders in stock, and will trade your Mars or Gyro to
update your glider.
The latest addition to Airborne's range of products is the CONDOR emergency back up
parachute. This state-of-the-art parachute is of the Jatest design using zero porosity
cloth. It is a pulled apex type which gives a much slower descent rate. The CONDOR
chute is the most popular in Europe, and is Gutesiegel certified.
Now available at $450.
Airborne are now importers of the world renowned CONDOR VIP 1 & VIP 2, the
paraglider that is ahead of the rest. We also have available the CONDOR SKY - RIDER
which is fun for the whole family. This ascending parachute can be easily towed
behind the family ski·boat.
EVEN MORE EXCITING NEWS The famous Airborne Christmas
Party will be held at our new
factory on the 23rd December. All
are welcome and the fun should
begin at about 5pm.
Be there or be rectangular !!
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ANSETTFOSTERSEUNGELLACHALET
Group ...MAIN Grade ...OPEN
PILOT SCORE SUMMARY

------------------------------------------------------------------Pic Pilot

Nat

Rnd1

Rnd2

Rnd3

Rnd4

Rnd5

Rnd7

Rnd8

Score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

SA
NSW
OLD
NSW
NSW
OLD
SA
VIC
NSW
VIC
NSW
NSW
OLD
OLD
OLD
NSW
NSW
VIC
OLD
SA
VIC
SA
VIC
NSW
NSW
VIC
OLD
WA
VIC
OLD
VIC
OLD
OLD
VIC
VIC
OLD
OLD
VIC
OLD
SA
NSW
OLD
NSW
OLD
NSW

132
150
259
270
111
284
255
186
283
132
152
270
254
239
209
186
131
351
111
186
154
186
110
270
224
152
132
270
164
185
153
214
209
109
110
240
167
103
112
87
125
14
85
69
83

830
1000
769
951
846
926
451
784
681
814
969
793
260
801
449
488
479
279
425
690
890
413
309

705
656
371
634
608
499
371
632
340
303
371
409
409
340
452
371
447
255
250
424
340
297
255

724
965
805
1000
605
543
725
708
778
597
733
550
n8
n8
550
648
728
724
548
449
523
490
550
217
548
497
415
472
441
217
365
439
543
311
311
584
217
339
302
339
421
543

1000
n1
753
851
807
721
893
729
639
739
450
759
912
453
653
784
440
309
720
704
664
734
840
265
746
360
386
329
351
386
303
331
31
350
350
386
351
362
268
268
31
386

810
1000
921
249
938
869
757
811
744
n1
897
654
867
724
718
693
669
650
706
226
175
630
399
642
356
583
618
594
397
326
340
291
303
383
369

1000
635
911
815
618
608
935
519
885
861
626
635
548
605
808
552
552
875
594
647
552
487
591
409
428
423
580
456
402
479
571
401
409
309
309

421
303

309
352

340
340

203

213

136

5201
5177
4789
4nO
4533
4450
4387
4369
4350
4217
4198
4070
4028
3940
3839
3722
3446
3443
3354
3326
3288
3237
3054
2953
2922
2857
2718
2561
2489
2444
2302
2273
2118
2075
2061
1999
1960
1934
1843
1793
1461
943
521
486
188

Steve Blenkinsop
Danny Scott
Verne Middleton
Phil Mathewson
Phil Pritchard
Graeme Etherton
Gary Fimeri
Grant Heaney
Peter Wilson
Don Rottman
Tony Armstrong
Peter Aitken
Steve Chengody
Dave Lamont
Paul Carter
Brian Hayhow
Chris McDonald
David Adams
Geoft Tulloch
Ross wilkinson
Colin MacRae
Julius Makk
Alan Beavis
Richard Hefter
Terry Patterson
Robert Ruge
Gerry Gerrus
Andrew Humphries
Dave Hope
Dave Kennedy
Rohan Holtkamp
Ray Parsons
Dave Evans
Ross Hughan
Alan Blake
Gary Davie
Colin McGree
Warren Hall
Bill Koorneef
Birgit Svens
Warren Warrick
Calen McLeod
Michael Cotts
Peter Garrone
Paul Ruddock

n9

371

280
502
247
243
479
511
199
300
252
294
415
521
190
225
906
301
348

340
340
340
197
255
340
371
297
371
319
197
268
305
250
255
255
196

270

166

68
105

COMP TITION
CALE DAR

27 Dec - 3

Jill! at Laurieton, Mid North Coast for Nov.
to Adv. See article this issue.
RAINBOW BEACH Christmas Competl·
tlon commencing 27th December. $10entrance fee, many prizes. Contact the
Club Secretary Murray Williamson on 071459353 for further details; or send entrance fee to Treasurer Karen Cookman,
17 Carnoustie St., Tewantin, 4565.
89 NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS Paeroa
Range, Rotorua. Competitiondays~
13 1989. More info from Geoff Christophers, Rotorua HGC. Ph . Ngakuru (NZ)
710.
LADIES AND GENTS FLY·IN (NSW Mid
North Coast) Dec 27 - Jan 3. See article
this issue
VICTORIAN OPEN '89 28 Dec - 6 Jan.
ContactTony Dennis PH: (060) 561654 for
further details.
CORRYONG CUP 12 - 15 January 1989
See article this issue
FLATLANDS 88/89 9 -16 January 1989.
entry fee $150.
Contact Lee Scott on (065) 569692.
89 NATIONALS· Mt Buffalo area. ~
- 3 Feb 1989. 130 pilots max. including
Internationals.
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NAME: ... ............ ............... ....................................... .............. .
ADDRESS: ...................................................................................................... .
PH.: .................................. RATING: .................................. ..
Requirements: Altimeter, Parachute, 35mm Camera, Radio (UHF or AM), Maps
(250,000 Wangaratta & Tallangatta)

%N~l~ }

I Closing date for entries: 16/12/88
Note: Penalty for late

CORRYONG CUP
UPDATE
Yes it's still on. The meet head and the rest
of the butcher shop have been studying
maps, checking log books and past meteorological conditions to determine likely
tasks for the competition. The task setting
priority has been to design tasks where a
high percentage of the field achieve the
first few turnpoints. This is to ensure that
everybody gets an opportunity to have a
good flight, being a fun competition.
It is hoped that the tasks will still be discriminatory enough to allow variations in
skill between pilots to be determined.
WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU - a recently
repacked parachute (mums hankie will not
do)
- altimeter
- variometer
- radio (HF with channels 10 and 14
would be a good idea. Those pilots with
VHFFM sets will need their ground crews
suitably geared up with parallel sets).
- maps: the 1,250000 series map of
Tallangatta (sheet number SH 55-3) and
the 1,100000series map of Corryong
(number 8425) would be useful.

landing spot etc., will need evidence forthe
competitors to listen to and then vote on. If
any physical violence is threatened the
organizers must be informed so we can
run a book on possible outcomes.
HOW TO GET THERE? - From Sydney go
Goulburn, Yass, Gundagai, Adelong, Batlow, Tumbarumba, Corryong. From Canberra go Cooma, Kiandra, Cabramurra,
Corryong . This route can be varied by
heading to Thredbo instead of Kiandra.
Every route is scenic but the last is not too
good for caravans, check with the NRMA!
From Melbourne go via Bairnsdale and
Omeo or up to Albury.
GENERALISED FORMAT - Pilot briefing
will be held at 9.00 am in the Indi Hotel
where the met. conditions will be discussed, task announced and previous
results displayed.

Landing forms must be returned to the
hotel by 7.00 pm and landing pins put in the
map (phone ins will be accepted as long as
they are confirmed by 9.00 pm).
Scoring will be done by the pilots in the
South Coast Club.
HOW TO ENTER? - Phone Linda and I or
Debbie and James Nathaniel or Kel Smith
and Helen priorto the 1st of January so we
can record your names and pilot details.
(NB We look like restricting numbers to 50
pilotslll) You must pay your $20 entry fee
and therefore confirm your entry in person
before 8.00 pm on the evening of 12th
January 1989 at the Indi hotel in Corryonglll Don't blow it.
Harry Docking
Phone 042 967796
Debbie and Jim 042 971923
Kel and Helen 060 769473

ENTRY FORM - Corryong Cup
I.. .................. am a financial member of the Australian Hang Gliding Federation
(or its international equivalent) and agree to abide with the rules written and
unwritten of this competition. I also take full responsiblity for my own welfare
during the competition and agree not to hold the organizer's or the HGFA
responsible for any accidents or injuries that I may incur during the competition.
Signature of pilot.. ................ ..
Signature of witness .. ........ .. .... ..

PROTESTS - Any protest made in relation
to the competition director and his wee
helpers will result in the protestors immediate disqualification. Any pilot protesting
about another pilots coring, flight distance,
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FLYING FOXES

GET OFF THE
. GROUND
This is the first article in a series outlining the
sporting and recreational facilities of Beechworth
Prison. As "Just Us" is a quarterly magazine, we
have included the club's reports for the past 3
months to bring you up to date.
We're very happy to report the recent formation of
the Beechworth Flying Foxes, a club devoted to
hang gliding . It was with some pessimism that we
approached the authorites for permission to form
the club, butwe reckoned without the enlightenment of contemporary penal reform and the club
seems to be viewed as an ideal platform for
rehabilitative initiative.
We are not without our problems, of course. At
present, the club has no facilities of any kind, and
we are fortunate to have even a meeting-place. If
anyone'is interest in joining, we meet regularly in
Cell 103, which has been placed at our disposal
for a couple of hours each week. Our first concern
will be to start work on the design and construction of a hang glider, and, also, to establish some
guidelines for its use. Obviously, there could be
cause for uneasiness among the townsfolk of
Beechworth if, unexpectedly , they were to see
prisoners gliding across the sky, and we want to

squash immediately any malicious rumours of
voyeurism, snow-dropping or bag-snatching from
the air.
From what we have been able to glean from our
meagre legal resources, it appears that the airspace above the prison can be regarded as being
part of the environs of the prison. We are still
seeking clarification of this pOint, but, if we can
establish it officially, it will hopefully pave the way
for regular flights, admittedly constricted, by
members of the club. The prison, including the
gardens, is situated on an area which is roughly
rectangular, and which measures approximately
three hundred metres by two hundred metres.
We are informed by our president, "Red Baron",
who is the only member with any actual flying experience, that this provides sufficient space,
when the wind is favourable, for circular flights,
and the large lawn area at the rear is apparently
ideal for landings.
At the inaugural meeting, the main topics for
discussion, aside from the excited and humorous
fantasies which flourished , were to try to establish
the prison's legal position regarding air-space,
and also to examine the possibility of writing to
manufacturers and clubs to see if they would be
willing to donate materials or eqUipment.
We are attempting to resolve the legalities arising
out olthe first part of the discussion, the air-space
issue, by drafting letters to the Department of Civil
Aviation and to the Office of Corrections, and
we're looking forward to some replies in the near
future.

After a great deal of argument, we decided
against writing to people for donations. A major
part of the enjoyment we hope to derive from this
club will revolve around the construction of the
hang glider, already christened "Challenger"
(please, guys, no more cracks about building it
out of O-rings I). Consequently, we have decided
to try to forego making any requests for material
assistance. We will, however, be seeking designs, ideas, helpful hints and general information, safety tips, and whatever technical assistance we can find . But all materials and equipment will be provided by ourselves. In any case,
most of the stuff we are likely to need can be
purchased through the amenities office.
On a more informal note, we have been looking at
various parts of the roof of buildings in the prison
as possible take-off points. Later, we will examine
each option in greater detail, but the range of
choices, at this stage, seems to be limited to the
roof of the new shower-block, the end of the roof
of the wing alongside the muster-yard, the roof of
the workshop, the roof of the mUlti-purpose hall,
and the front part of the roof of the officer's
quarters. Also proposed was the possibility of
balanCing on top of the garbage-truck to get the
required lift. Naturally, this would require the cooperation of the appropriate officer, to drive the
truck. The final choice probably won't be known
for some time, but we will certainly keep you
informed.

Reprinted from "Just Us", A quarterly magazine
by inmates of HM Prison, Beechworth

MAGIC BUYERS, all Dacron 165 (int).
Only 40 hours airtime. Two year old
glider in as new condition . Aerofoils,
V.B., speed bar. Magic clone built by
Enterprise Wings = lightweight, easy
spares. Can freight. A bargain at only
$1400 . Ring Alan Tolley on
(042)942940
GTR 162 RACER (Int) · Manufactured
August '87. Silver grey, light blue and
white. All Dacron. Good clean sail. A well
looked after Glider, $2,500. Bob Barnes
065540416

QUEENSLAND
GTR 162 RACE (Int), mint condition,
very low hours. Dark blue UE, white
and pink undersurface. Must sell
$2,700.00
Phone Mark Reid (071) 914600 and
leave a contact nu mber or write to P. O.
Box 305, Caloundra, 4551 .
GT 190 (Int) White main sail, red UE, dark
blue U/S. Very good condition . The ideal
glider for tandem flying or converting to a
trike. $6000NO Phone Ron 072092126
AH 2881193 BH
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FOIL 160 B (Int) Red leading edge faired
uprights and king post. Yellow and gold
under surface $2,300
PROBE 175 (Int) Light blue under surface
$800
Blue and gold strip Pod $300
Phone Andy 07 3492321

NEW SOUTH WALES
GYRO I 180 (Nov) Very good condition, low hours, tight sail. Navy blue U
E, gold UIS andlight blue TIE & KIP.
$1250 ONO phone Jason 6542110
after 6pm weekdays
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GTR 162 (Int) Faired uprights and
kingpost, 2 years old, excellent condition,
$1,900. Phone 02 9586261
GTR 175 (Int) Very good condition, suit
heavy pilot, $1,650. Moyes back pack
harness, black, $125, suit 6' pilot.
PA parachute, $300. Phone Reg Bament
on 065 599767 or Lee Scott 065 569692
MAGIC 4/166 (lnt) Red UE Rainbow U/S.
4.4 Sail cloth, with spring loaded tips in
Very Good Condition, $2,400
Also a Ball 652 Variometer just been overhauled, $600
Phone 02 6659186 - John

GTR 162 (Int) Faired uprights and
kingpost, excellent condition, 2 years old,
$1,900 Phone 029586261
MARS 150 (Int) Gold LIE Rainbow front
upper panel approx 50 hours. Good condition, $1,600 plus 2 spare uprights.
FOIL 140B (Int) Standard approx 50
hours. Gold LIE with small V of red on
upper surface. Under surface red and gold
yin yang symbol with multi coloured wings.
Pick the photos with you in them. Plus 4
spare uprights, $2,500
1 Black on Black medium Moyes Pod,
Near New, $250 Phone 02 6813009
FOIL 160B RACER (Int) Fluoro orange
surf coat leading edge. Fluoro orangel
black double surface, while main body and
trailing edge. Low airtime, Very Good
Condition, and excellent handling even for
a mere 58 kg pilot like me! $2,500 aNa.
Phone Jenny Ganderton 02 4889588 BH
02 6813009 AH
PROBE 1 165 (Int) Good condition, recently overhauled by the factory. Orange,
white trailing edge. Fly's well. If you've
wanted a double surface high performance glider, but can't afford it - This is it,
$600.0290915100rACT062655947BH
Jim.
MOYES MEGA II (Nov) White and gold. As
new condition with Moyes cocoon harness, $800. Steve 02 3284484
ELECTROPHONE TX 475. 40 Ch. VHFFM COMPACT hand held transceiver.
Brand new in box, $600 Steve 02 3274484
GTR 162 (Int) White with gold LIE. Two
years old. Flies beautifully, $1,750 aNa.
John 023274484
GTR 162 (Int) Very good low hours Red LI
E White MIs, Blue and White U/S. Original
uprights never been crashed, $1,750
aNa. Phone Colin 02 5273106 AH or
5451144
GYRO 160 (Nov) Blue, green & gold - a
beautiful glider in as new condition. Money
back guarantee if not completely happy
$1,300 aNa
CHUTE - PRO AIR - as new - freshly
packed and ready to go into your Pod or
Cocoon, $375 aNa: Plus SABRE 177 (Int)
Agua Blue and Rainbow U/S. Very good
condition. A great handling for larger pilot,
tuoo aNa. Phone Joe Scott 065 660039
. wfJfJkonds .

GTR 162 (Int) Blue leading edge, white on
top, orange and white under. Recently
overhauled, $1,800 aNa.
MOYES - Backpack harness, dark blue
with rainbow stripes. Suit 5'10" - 6' pilot,
$150 aNa
PARACHUTE 24' canopy (Parachutes
Australia), $300
INSTRUMENTS - Afro Cumulus 8000
Vario Altimeter. Excellent condition, $550.
Pilot going overseas - needs money.
Phone 042 942545
GYRO 160 (Nov) Very good condition,
$1,1000NO. Phone Andrew 065 660498
or 02 4514173.
COASTAL TOURER 170 (Nov) Red, white
and blue. Tight sail, excellent condition,
$600. Phone Jim on 043 321068
GTR 162 (Nov) Red LIE, light blue U/S,
speed bar, 2 years old, great nick, $800.
Bob Moulston 6291156
GTR 162 (Int) As new, VB, faired kingpost,
speedbar, white main, blue LIE, rainbow
U/S, $1,950
COCOON HARNESS, Red, large size for
6' person, with parachute, $450
GERMAN DIGITAL VARIO with clamps,
$250, or $2,500 - the lot. Phone 02
5254961.
FLEDGE 3 (Int) Excellent conditon with all
accessories. Black LIE with rainbow U/S
and B & W rudders. Very cruisey glider.
Easy to fly and land. Looking for $1 ,150 or
will trade on a Foil 160B or Magic 4. Phone
Peter Howlett 062 549310 AH.

VICTORIA
ALTAIR 145 (Nov) In excellent (as new)
condition. Red LIE, blue and yellow sail,
TE white. Perfect for a beginner to intermediate pilot.
Equipped with floating
crossbar, divesticks, sail tensioner and
mylar inserts on LIE. Light and easy to
handle. Only 2 hours flying time, $1,250
includes attachable training wheels and
spare upright tubing.
PA COCOON HARNESS. Small and red.
In excellent condition, $80. Phone Bob 03
5791669.
FOIL 160B (Int) Airfoil k/post, surfcote LIE,
$2,000 ONO. Phone Dave McLean 03
7836084.
ALTAIR 165 (Nov) Single surface glider
with floating crossbar with very good performance for the Novice pilot, $1,000 ono
Phone Michael 03 5970320.
MINIMUM SYSTEM with spare prop,
$2,900 Michael, 03 5970320.
MAGIC III 166 (Int). Rainbow undersurface, faired uprights, V/B, tip fairings and
cross country bag, $1,100
LlTEK Va rio and Altimetre in Pod, $200.
Phone Tony 052 438245.
MAGIC III 166 (Int). Excellent world team
glider. Heavy duty pink sandwich cloth sail
and yellow kylar LIE. Very distinctive in the
air. Good condition, $1,400. Rob Ruge
052441587.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

FOIL 160B (Int) Racer Frame and sail
(standard uprights). Excellent Condition.
Blue surfcote, leading edge and trailing
edge, Red U/S, White mainsail. Top performer, $2,300. Phone 060 769473 (will
freight).

MOYES GTR 162 (Int). 6 hours only. Blue
LIE, yellow and white main, red kefil
pocket, speed bar, faired uprights and
Moyes Pod, Blue, medium with PA chute.
Excellent condition, $2,300. Paul 08
3816204 - 08 2963459.

! ii~~I~~~~~~~~~~;!~p~:a;~oi~i

KELLER SPORT (large). The best Pod
harnesses made. Dark blue in good condition. Suit 6' or over, $250.
UNIDEN VHF 40 channel handheld, 2 ariels (high gain and normal), Plus charger,
$450 ONO.
Phone Julius Makk 08
2611902

U>C be. ~e nt to :

)n T he Editor

Hi?

i.)

c/- >VHGA

R·P, >Box4.00.

..... ' Prahran,

3181 .

.'

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
MARS 170 (Nov) Good condition, rainbow
sail, Phone Russel 09 2919060.
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ENTERPRISE WINGS AUSTRALIAN AGENT LIST
- new agents in reverse type -

Geoff Tulloch

Brisbane

:::::f~iNQijB.ijt6:H~~>s.BB.QqC::::::e6idhMdti.6d:::::t (¢qfiB.~t :

(07) 808 3384 AH
:::::::::»: :: ::

UQt6}:$$:t:J9CtAHt/::

::::::::::) .,.:::/:::\?:::?:?:::}}}::: : : : ij~mK9.f6:ij~f}::}::::::::::: $9[~¢<m~f :::::tU XQ1§): ~~4.: 9Q.~AH.///

-
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-

the Performance, the Handling, the Quqlity
Unsurpassable !
now available through the above agents . ..

1/189 PARKES ST
HELENSBURGH 2508

PHONE
FAX

042 942052
042 943381

